Thursday, July 26, 2018
10:00 AM EST – 11:30 AM EST

© Copyright Notice
• This presentation is protected by U.S. and International copyright laws. TE welcomes you to use slides
from this collection for your presentations on the condition that:
• The slides are not altered from the way it is presented in its original format, this includes changing
colors and style.
• The Textile Exchange logo should not be removed.
• Adding logos and/or content is not permitted without written permission from Textile Exchange.
• Any presentation using this content or any form of this content should acknowledge Textile Exchange
as the author.
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Chatham House Rule
“When a meeting, or part thereof, is held
under the Chatham House Rule, participants
are free to use the information received, but
neither the identity nor the affiliation of the
speaker(s), nor that of any other participant,
may be revealed.”

Anti-Trust Declaration
Textile Exchange is committed to adhering strictly
to the letter and spirit of the antitrust laws. Any and
all meetings, communications, conference calls,
shared resources and collaborative workspaces are
designed solely to provide a forum or means for the
expression of various points of view. Under no
circumstances shall Textile Exchange activities be
used as a means for competing companies to reach
any understanding, expressed or implied, which
tends to restrict competition, or in any way, to
impair the ability of members to exercise
independent business judgment regarding matters
affecting competition.
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Mute/Unmute

GoToWebinar Control Panel

Raise hand

• You can use the Raise hand button to signal that you have a question, want to
make a comment, or require assistance.
• Alternatively, if you have a question, type it in the Questions Panel and
click Send. We will do our best to answer as timely as possible.
• You can find the Attendee Registration List under “Handouts” to see who else is
on the call (note: not everyone registered will be present)
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Meeting Notes
We will send a follow-up email with meeting
materials.
Recordings will NOT be shared publicly.
Meeting notes and slides will be uploaded to
ResponsibleLeather.org.
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Agenda
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
•
•
•
•
•

Introductions
Upcoming Meetings
RLRT Charter
Goals review
Land Use Change:
What aspects to we address?
Which impacts to focus on?
Which definitions and frameworks do we
use?
Which groups to work with?
Which traceability systems will work?
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Introductions
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Upcoming Meetings
RLA IWG Land Use Change Task Group Meeting #2
Thursday, July 26 | 10:00 AM – 11:30 AM EST

RLRT July Meeting
Tuesday, July 31 | 10:00 AM – 11:30 AM EST

RLA IWG Meeting #3
Tuesday, August 14 | 10:00 AM – 11:30 AM EST
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Ireland Meeting

v

•

Thursday Oct 11 – Friday Oct 12

•

Registration is open!

Register Now!
http://www.eiseverywhere.com/rlrtglobalforum
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RLRT Charter
• Must sign to participate in all work under
the RLRT including RLA IWG and Task
Groups
• Page 4 refers to the RLA IWG

Please sign up if you
haven’t already!
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Goals (ToR)
1. Develop a tool that recognizes and drives best practices in the leather industry, leading to
positive social, environmental and animal welfare impacts.
2. Establish a clear benchmark for best practices.
a) Provide companies with a means to know what is in their products, to make accurate
claims, and to send clear signals to their supply chains.
– or b) Provide companies with a means to link their sourcing to more responsible practices and
make accurate claims about how they source.
– or –
c) Provides companies with visibility of their leather supply chain and with a means to link
the sourcing of the leather in their products to more responsible practices and make
accurate claims about how and where they source."
3. Leverage and add value to the existing tools and programs that are driving better practices
in the leather industry.
4. Reward and influence the leather industry to incentivize practices that respect animals,
people and the environment.
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Land Use Change – What do we need to determine?
1. Do we address all aspects of land use change?
• Conversion of all natural ecosystems?
• Deforestation only?
2. Which impacts do we focus on?
• Deforestation prevention?
• Biodiversity impacts?
• Social impacts?
3. Which framework(s) to use: definitions, targets
4. Which groups do we work with?
5. Which traceability systems will best support our LUC goals?
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Land Use Change – What do we need to determine?
Do we address all aspects of land use change?
• Conversion of all natural ecosystems?
• Deforestation only?
• Zero conversion, zero deforestation or zero ‘illegal’ deforestation?
Proposed scope: Deforestation as core, recognize or recommend the broader
scope.
* Need to get further input
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What do we address? What do we focus on?
Animal Welfare

Environmental Impacts

IWG Decision on Scopes

Transport

Farm-level Impacts

Slaughter

Climate Change
*

Land Use Change

?

Farming Practices

Include in v1
Grazing patterns, enteric
emissions etc.

Farm Inputs

Biodiversity Impacts
*

Land Use Change

?

Farming Practices

Leave for future versions

OTHER?

Environmental Impacts
Farm
Slaughter

Leave for future versions

Tanning

Include in v1

Social Impacts
Farm

Exclusion zones, etc.

Leave for future versions

Slaughter
Tanning

Soil Health
Farming Practices

Farm

Use of inputs, erosion control
etc.

Leave for future versions

Traceability
Chain of Custody
Book & Claim

Data
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Land Use Change – What do we need to determine?
Which impacts do we focus on?
• Deforestation prevention?
• Biodiversity impacts?
• Social impacts?
Proposed scope(s):
• Biome preservation (biodiversity, climate impacts)
• Social: forced labour, land tenure, indigenous rights - *look at how this is being addressed
by AFI (eg: Minister of Labour in Brazil has black list on forced labour) – look at recognizing
a broader set of issues, but setting hard requirements on critical issues such as forced
labour and indigenous rights
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Which definitions?
800+ UN-recognized definitions of “forest”
44 different commitments related to beef and soy production in the Amazon,
Cerrado, and Chaco
4+ general concepts of “deforestation-free” Dozens of cut-off dates and deadlines

“Deforestation - free”

“Zero conversion”

“Zero net deforestation and degradation”

The Accountability Framework initiative

The Accountability Framework initiative (AFi) is a collaborative effort to accelerate progress
and improve accountability for ethical supply chain commitments in agriculture and
forestry. By bringing greater clarity, consistency, and effectiveness to the implementation
of these commitments, it helps to:

For more information about the AFi, please visit https://accountability-framework.org/.

Overview of the Accountability Framework and its application

The Accountability Framework provides a globally applicable approach for establishing and
implementing commitments on deforestation, ecosystem conversion, and human rights in
agricultural and forestry supply chains. The Framework references and builds upon
international law and existing good practices on human rights and the environment, and is
not meant to replace or duplicate existing initiatives, standards, or tools. Likewise, it is not
a new certification system. Rather, it provides common norms and guidance to help
accelerate progress and improve accountability for responsible supply chains initiatives by:
•

offering companies practical guidance on how different activities, tools, and
systems can be used to support improvement trajectories and achieve full
implementation of commitments;

•

clarifying good practices and critical details for setting, implementing, monitoring,
verifying, and reporting on supply chain commitments and their achievement;

•

helping companies to credibly demonstrate and communicate progress;

•

helping to increase coherence and alignment among different implementation
standards, tools, and systems; and

•

increasing the level of global consensus around responsible supply chains,
particularly from civil society.

The purpose and application of the Framework are further explained by the answers below.
Who is putting forward the Accountability Framework?
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others to accelerate progress and assess results toward halting deforestation and respecting human rights.

Core Principles of the Accountability Framework
The
Accountability Framework initiative

The
Accountability
Framework
Environmental
and Social
Scope initiative (AFi) is a collaborative effort to accelerate progress
Elements
of a strong
company commitment
on key environmental
and social
topics:
and
improve
accountability
for ethical
supply chain
commitments
in agriculture and
A – Protect
ecosystemsgreater clarity, consistency,
B – Respect
human
rights
forestry.
By bringing
and
effectiveness
to the implementation
Supply chains are deforestation-free and protective of
Supply chains respect human rights, including rights of
ofother
these
commitments, it helps to:
natural ecosystems
indigenous peoples and local communities and
workers’ rights

C – Other sustainability topics

Companies analyze need for additional sustainability
commitments

D – Specification of commitments

Commitments apply broadly across operations, are
time-bound and verifiable, and are based on common
terminology

Implementation and Monitoring

Key practices and procedures to fulfill commitments and credibly demonstrate results:

For
information
AFi, please visit https://accountability-framework.org/.
1 –more
Company
systems about2the
– Traceability
3 – Supplier management
Establish processes & procedures
that effectively facilitate
implementation of commitments

Control origins of materials in
supply chains sufficiently to
demonstrate compliance or
determine improvement needs

Institute supplier management
systems to fulfill commitments
across the full supply base

Overview of the Accountability Framework and its application

The Accountability Framework provides a globally applicable approach for establishing and
implementing
commitments5 on
deforestation, ecosystem
conversion, and human rights in
4 – Land use
– Land management
6 – Remedy & remediation
agricultural
andresponsible
forestry supply
chains.
Framework
references
and builds upon
Conduct or support
Conduct
effective The
land management
Remedy
past social and
practices in land acquisition,
andgood
long-term
protection toon human
environmental
harms,the
including
international
law andland
existing
practices
rights and
environment, and is
use planning, and site development
safeguard forests, natural
violation of commitments
not meant to replace or duplicate
existing
standards, or tools. Likewise, it is not
ecosystems,
and humaninitiatives,
rights
a new certification system. Rather, it provides common norms and guidance to help
7 – External
relations and improve
8 – Monitoring
&
9 – Reporting
& disclosure
accelerate
progress
accountability
for responsible
supply
chains initiatives by:
Conduct business and engage with
Report progress regularly, using
verification
•
offering
companies
practical
guidance
on
how
different
activities,
stakeholders in an ethical manner to Conduct regular monitoring against
common
definitions
and good tools, and
help protect
the environment
and used
practices
to convey precise
time-bound
targets and
systems
can be
to support
improvement
trajectories
and achieve full
respect human rights
information
on performance
improvement plans, and provide

implementation of independent
commitments;
verification

•

clarifying good practices and critical details for setting, implementing, monitoring,
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AFI draft:
A. Supply chains are deforestation-free and protective of other natural ecosystems
Forests and other natural ecosystems are critical for carbon storage, biodiversity protection, water supply, adaptation to
climate change, and sustaining the wellbeing of indigenous peoples and local communities. Accordingly, the Accountability
Framework advocates for a rapid transition to eliminating natural ecosystem conversion for agriculture or forestry commodity
production. Deforestation-free commitments are a critical step toward this end, but in some contexts can displace pressure
from forests onto other natural ecosystems. Therefore, this section addresses deforestation-free supply chains (Section A1)
as a key component of a more comprehensive no-conversion approach (section A2).

A1. Deforestation-free supply chains and protection of forests
Companies commit to eliminating deforestation from their supply chains to help end global deforestation. As specified in the
definitions, “deforestation-free” signifies that a company’s production, sourcing, and financial investments do not cause or
contribute to the loss of natural forests.
A1.1 Commitments protect against the conversion of natural forests to agriculture, plantation forestry, livestock production,
or other land uses. This includes taking appropriate measures to support the long-term protection of natural forests in the
company’s area of influence.
A1.2 Deforestation also includes human-induced degradation of natural forests to a degree that they lose many of their key
characteristics or functions on a long-term basis, as elaborated in the Definitions.
A1.3 To facilitate monitoring and provide clear signals to suppliers, each commitment specifies a target date (by which
deforestation-free commitments are fully implemented) and a cutoff date (after which land units associated with
deforestation are deemed non-compliant). Further detail is available on target dates (see Section D2) and cutoff dates (see
Operational Guidance on Cutoff Dates).
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A2. Protection of other natural ecosystems
Companies commit to eliminating the conversion of other natural ecosystems from their supply chains. Other natural
ecosystems include (among others) natural savannahs, grasslands, peatlands, and wetlands. As specified in the definitions,
“conversion-free” signifies that a company’s production, sourcing, and financial investments do not cause or contribute to the
loss of natural ecosystems.
(Note: The elements in Section A2 go beyond most existing deforestation-free commitments. The AFi is conducting further
analysis of the implications of a conversion-free approach for different countries and ecoregions. The AFi partners invite input
from companies, government and other stakeholders on this topic as part of the present workshopping period.)
A2.1 Commitments protect against the conversion of non-forested natural ecosystems to agriculture, plantation forestry,
intensive livestock production, or other land uses. This includes taking appropriate measures to support the long-term
protection of natural ecosystems in the company’s area of influence.
A2.2 Conversion also includes human-induced degradation of natural ecosystems (e.g., drainage of peatlands or major
alteration of grasslands due to livestock production), to a degree that they lose many of their key characteristics or functions
on a long-term basis, as elaborated in the definitions.
A2.3 Each commitment specifies a target date and cutoff date for no-conversion (see A1.3).
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B. Supply chains respect human rights
Companies commit to respect internationally recognized human rights. Core internationally recognized human rights
are contained in the International Bill of Human Rights (consisting of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights) and in the International Labour Organization’s eight core conventions and Declaration on Fundamental
Principles and Rights at Work. Depending on the circumstances, companies may need to consider additional standards
or instruments.

B1. Respect for the rights of indigenous people and local communities
Companies commit to respecting the rights of indigenous peoples and local communities in all production and trade
activities. This includes, among others, rights to property, culture, self-determination, self-governance, a healthy
environment, non-discrimination, and full and effective participation in the decisions that affect them.
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Land Use Change
Which framework(s) to use: definitions, targets
Proposed definitions and targets:
Our suggestion is to follow the definitions and targets set out in the Accountability Framework:
https://accountability-framework.org/framework/contents/#core

Please review the definitions and send any comments or feedback to us.
Are there other aspects of the framework that we should consider adopting for leather?
Which other targets should we map to?
Proposed additional targets:
SDG 15
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Who do we work
(and align) with?

New York Declaration on
Forests

FAO: group focusing on
biodiversity

UN Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs)

IPI

FSC

EMPRAPA: research on cattle
ranching impacts

Rabobank?

Brazilian Roundtable on Sustainable
Livestock (GTPS)

UN Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC)

Carbon
Trading

Targets

Collaboration for Forests
and Agriculture (CFA)

Global Roundtable for Sustainable Beef GRSB)

World Wildlife
Fund (WWF)

Accountability Framework Initiative

Native Energy

RTRS

Land Use Change

Carbon Disclosure Project

Science Based Targets (SBT)

Science

Canopy
World Business Council for
Sustainable Development
(WBCSD)

Quantis

Paris Agreement (COP 21)

Finance

Principles for Responsible Investment
(PRI)
Ceres
Sustainable Agriculture Network
(SAN)

UN: Reducing Emissions from
Deforestation and Forest Degradation
(REDD)

Busines
s Risk

Greenpeace
Rainforest Alliance
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Book & Claim System

Trading Platform

Certificates are registered onto the trading
platform by farms and slaughterhouses.
Brands and retailers can purchase the
certificates and make claims.

Cow-calf
farm

Raising
farm

Finishing
farm

Slaughter

Tannery 1

Tannery 2

Tannery 3

Production

Brand/retail
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Example of what the trading platform could look like:
RLC

RLC

RLC

RLC: Responsible Leather Certificate
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Proposed Solution:
1 cow = 1 credit = 1 hide
Each credit to be allocated as follows:
•

1/3 to farm for meeting minimum animal welfare (as set by the RLA)

•

1/3 to farm for meeting minimum environmental welfare (as set by the
RLA)

•

1/3 to address critical issues

TBD with IWG: Should these go to
the same farm, or can they go to
separate ones?

TBD with IWG: Should this go to a
fund, or to farms meeting best
practices in the critical areas? How
does this get divided between animal
and environmental welfare?
©
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Thank you!
Email us at
ResponsibleLeather@TextileExchange.org
Visit ResponsibleLeather.org for more information
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Initiative Collaboration for
Forests and Agriculture (CFA)
The Collaboration for Forests and Agriculture supports companies to
align, develop and implement deforestation-free commitments for
beef and soy commitments in the Brazilian Amazon and Cerrado and
the Gran Chaco in Argentina and Paraguay by improving decisionsupport tools, enhancing information transparency and
unlocking financial incentives.

CFAaims to help eliminate deforestation resulting from the expansion of soy and beef in the
Amazon, Cerrado and Chaco.
CFAis developing the infrastructure to help catalyze the development and implementation of
deforestation-freecommitments.
CFAis helping reduce complexities and lower costs associated with rolling out commitments in
the Amazon, Cerrado and Chaco.
CFAis working in complement with other global and regional initiatives.
CFAis NOT a certification or labeling scheme
CFAis NOT a new roundtable or multi-stakeholder group
CFA is NOT working directly onpublic policy
CFAis NOT implementing pilot projects on the ground
CFA is NOT working directly with individualproducers

Key Elements of the CFA D-Free Protocol
• What is the Scope: sourcing, producing and financing soy and cattle supply chains from the
Brazilian Amazon and Cerrado and in the Paraguayan andArgentine Chaco.
• What is Protected: All primary and secondary natural vegetation, whether forest ornot,
remaining in 2017 in the target regions.
• What is Deforestation: Complete transformation of natural vegetation to other uses.
• What are the Cut-off dates: 2008 for the Amazon biome cleared for soy; 2009 for the Amazon
biome cleared for beef and from now on, for all other areas of natural vegetation in Cerrado and
Amazon biome (Chaco to be added soon).
• What is the Deadline: develop implementation action plan in how to Validate, Measure and
Monitor supply chains by December 2018 with help from CFA

Beef and Soy are Primary Deforestation
Drivers & More Commitments Needed

Out of 718 companies analyzed in
palm oil, timber, soy, and cattle
sectors, 447 have committed to
reducing deforestation in their supply
chains
Yet “commitment rates remain
considerably lower for soy and cattle,
which is troubling given their outsized
contribution to tropical forest loss”

(Supply Change, 2017)

Aspirational Goal
for Brazil
Cut-off Dates

Companies adopt and implement
commitments that eliminate deforestation and
the loss of native vegetation from the
production, sourcing and financing of beef
and soy products originating from the
Brazilian Amazon and Cerrado and the Gran
Chaco in Argentina and Paraguay.

2008: deforestation of primary forest in
Amazon biome cleared for soy – Soy
Moratorium
2009: deforestation of primary forest in
Amazon biome cleared in properties with
cattle production – Beef Agreement
2017: all other areas of natural vegetation –
Zero Conversion

All suppliers considered in compliance, as of date of agreement.
Mechanism developed to re-engage suppliers and help establish options for brining blocked suppliers back into compliance

